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ON DECK FOR WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24 

KEY POINTS: 

• Risk-off as US-EU trade tensions escalate 

• USTR targets EU exports as part of ongoing Boeing-Airbus spat 

• The non-linear, prohibitive cost of a second US shutdown 

• German business confidence recovers covid-19 shock 

• RBNZ sets up a more interesting meeting in August 

• BoT holds while hinting at possible easing 

• US mortgage purchase applications break a nine-week streak 

• IMF refreshes stale forecasts and not surprisingly downgrades 

• CDN rebound evidence 
 

INTERNATIONAL 

Risk-off has stocks sliding primarily on fresh trade tensions between the US and 

EU. Canada may be next given an expected decision on whether to apply US 

tariffs on Canadian aluminum imports by Friday. One part of this is US 

protectionism that is resurfacing. The other part is the long simmering dispute 

between two sets of guilty hands that have both long subsidized their domestic 

aircraft industries (see one list of US subsidy recipients here that places Boeing 

at the top).  

US stock futures had been slightly positive until shortly after 3amET when the 

USTR’s publication of a list of EU exports targeted with tariffs drove headlines. 

The targeted amount is small and includes US$3.1 billion of imports from the 

UK, France, Germany and Spain. The tariff list in Annex 3 of the USTR advisory 

(here) includes the targeted products. There will be a public comment period 

until July 26th after which a decision will be made. That timing will coincide with a 

WTO ruling on compensation to the EU for US subsidies to Boeing all of which 

means that trade tensions between the US and EU could flare over July–August. 

Yesterday, the EU asked permission from the WTO to impose tariffs on over 

US$11 billion of US goods as round two of the WTO’s involvement that first 

involved setting US penalties against Europe and is now setting European 

penalties against the USD in the dispute. 

Is this developing into a major risk driver? It’s worth monitoring if things 

escalate beyond what is most likely, but the amounts being targeted are fairly 

size in absolute terms, as a share of bilateral trade and as a share of GDP. 

Americans with a penchant for British gin or heavy German beers that catch up 

to the over-50 waistline may want to stock up in advance, but one would think 

the Trump administration probably doesn’t want to be escalating trade fights with 

China and Europe into the November election when voters are assessing so 

many other points of competency. 

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest

US 06/24 07:00 MBA Mortgage Applications (w/w) Jun 19 -- -- -8.7

US 06/24 12:30 Fed's Evans Takes Part in Discussion on Economy

US 06/24 15:00 Fed's Bullard Discusses the Economy & COVID-19
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• US equities are opening down by between about ¼% and 1% with the Nasdaq falling the least and the DJIA the most. TSX 

futures are down by about ½%we. European stocks are down by just under wb c2%. Asian equities were mixed as Seoul 

rallied 1.4%, the Nikkei 225 was flat, HK fell ½% and mainland China’s exchanges were between flat and up by just over ¼% 

(Shanghai). 

• Sovereign bonds are slightly cheaper but generally little changed. Canada’s longer end is underperforming most others with 

10s and 30s up 3bps.g 

• Oil prices are down by about 1w½% with WTI slipping back below US$40/barrel.  

• The USD is appreciating a touch against most currencies as part of safe haven seeking.  

The NZ$ is the weakest cross to the USD after the RBNZ statement (here) said that it is “prepared to provide additional 

stimulus as necessary” and indicated it would weigh in on the matter at the August 11th meeting. It flagged recent currency 

strength as a barrier to export competitiveness and guided that expanded asset purchases and additional tools could be invoked.  

The IMF caught up to the OECD’s forecast revisions and the rest of consensus by downgrading forecasts it had last 

issued in April. The IMF now expects the world economy to shrink by 4.9% (previously –3%). Go here for their World Economic 

Outlook June edition, but this isn’t really new information to markets. 

The Bank of Thailand left its policy rate unchanged at 0.5% as generally expected and accompanied this with an easing 

bias. The BoT downgraded its forecast for GDP growth to -8.1% this year from -5.3%. Tourism has been decimated, including 

zero foreign arrivals on May. The statement (here) noted that the MPC has “concerns over the baht that strengthened” and stated 

it is “ready to use additional appropriate monetary policy tools if necessary” 

German IFO business confidence improved especially in terms of the expectations component that regained almost all of 

the steep Covid-19 slide in March and April (chart 1).  

UNITED STATES 

US mortgage applications fell by 8.7% w/w last week. Purchase applications were down 3% w/w for the first decline since the 

week ending April 10th. It was nice while it lasted, but that breaks the streak of nine consecutive weekly advances in purchase 

applications (chart 2). 

The only other calendar-based developments will include the Fed's Evans (12:30pmET) and Bullard (3pmET). 

While this morning’s risk-off tone has more to do with US-EU trade policy frictions, chart 3 shows the sharp recent rise in 

US Covid-19 case counts that are not far off earlier peaks. Florida, Texas and California account for about 40% of daily cases 

while several other particularly southern states continue to see cases rise and more northern states like NY continue to see little by 

way of new cases. The hope is that much of the recent surge that I had warned about weeks ago in the aftermath of Memorial Day 

crowds and large public gatherings before reopening plans intensified will subside with aggressive intervention. This was never 

something that would take until the CDC’s warning of a Fall surge for it to materialize. My earlier cautious tracking of cases that 

appeared to be in sync with rapid growth in testing has since overshot testing volumes in some large southern regions. The other 

hope is that better treatment options will limit translation into mortality figures. Rising Covid-19 case counts remain focused 

primarily upon LatAm and southern states and not a globally correlated wave as pockets elsewhere are pounced upon.  

All that said, the bar to another round of shutdowns as a solution remains very high in my view.  

This time, more aggressive and mandatory health policy interventions may be necessary over shutdowns. The shutdown cost 

curve is not linear in that a second round would likely be far more damaging to the economy and financial system. One shutdown 

can be bridged through public policy supports for payroll, rent and loan programs while allowing the neglected health system to 

develop a more effective response and intensify preparations. A second shutdown risks a much greater wave of bankruptcies and 

long-term damage. You might think you can steer a business through it once; a second time that raises the prospect of even 

further shutdowns fundamentally throws into question the issue of whether a business is worth more dead than alive. Instead of 

https://www.scotiabank.com/ca/en/about/global-economics/economics-publications.html
https://twitter.com/ScotiaEconomics
https://www.rbnz.govt.nz/news/2020/06/monetary-policy-easing-to-continue
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/Issues/2020/06/24/WEOUpdateJune2020
https://www.bot.or.th/English/PressandSpeeches/Press/2020/Pages/n3463.aspx
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further mass shutdowns as opposed to local ones, it is more likely that aggressive health policy interventions and privacy 

intrusions will be relied upon. For example, maybe not wearing a mask in public places will be fined just like smoking in public 

places. Folks had the choice here and in exercising their civil liberties they may have ultimately sacrificed more of them unless the 

recent burst in the US south settles down and unless it results in better treatment outcomes. 

CANADA 

Kudos to StatsCan for making an effort to provide an advance reading that informs rebound expectations this morning. The agency 

said that its early ‘flash’ estimating of manufacturing sales calls for a 6.2% m/m rise in May. No further information or 

breakdown is available, but it’s assumed most of this is a rise in shipment volumes. This effort matters because otherwise the only 

Canadian macro evidence over the rest of this week and next would have been stale Canadian GDP for April.   

 

Fixed Income

Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk

U.S. 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.34 0.33 0.34 0.72 0.71 0.74 1.49 1.49 1.53 Canada - BoC 0.25

CANADA 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.42 0.39 0.38 0.58 0.54 0.53 1.05 1.01 1.03

GERMANY -0.66 -0.66 -0.66 -0.65 -0.66 -0.64 -0.40 -0.41 -0.39 0.07 0.08 0.06 US - Fed 0.25

JAPAN -0.13 -0.13 -0.14 -0.10 -0.11 -0.10 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.59 0.58 0.57

U.K. -0.05 -0.06 -0.06 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.22 0.21 0.19 0.69 0.69 0.58 England - BoE 0.10

CANADA 12 11 10 8 6 3 -14 -17 -21 -44 -48 -50 Euro zone - ECB 0.00

GERMANY -85 -85 -85 -99 -99 -98 -112 -112 -113 -142 -142 -148

JAPAN -32 -32 -34 -44 -44 -45 -70 -70 -72 -90 -91 -96 Japan - BoJ -0.10

U.K. -25 -25 -25 -34 -34 -36 -50 -50 -55 -80 -80 -95

Equities Mexico - Banxico 5.50

1 Day 1-mo

S&P/TSX 0.3 4.4 Australia - RBA 0.25

Dow 30 -1.1 5.8

S&P 500 0.4 5.9 New Zealand - RBNZ 0.25

Nasdaq -0.3 8.4

DAX -1.8 11.0

FTSE -2.0 3.3

Nikkei -0.1 10.5 Canada - BoC Jul 15, 2020

Hang Seng -0.5 8.1

CAC -1.8 10.9 US - Fed Jul 29, 2020

Commodities

WTI Crude -1.5 19.6 England - BoE Aug 06, 2020

Natural Gas -0.6 -6.0

Gold -0.1 1.8 Euro zone - ECB Jul 16, 2020

Silver -0.3 4.8

CRB Index -0.4 6.6 Japan - BoJ Jul 15, 2020

Currencies

USDCAD 0.2 -2.9 Mexico - Banxico Jun 25, 2020

EURUSD -0.4 3.4

USDJPY 0.2 -0.9 Australia - RBA Jul 07, 2020

AUDUSD -0.4 5.4

GBPUSD -0.4 2.3 New Zealand - RBNZ Aug 11, 2020

USDCHF 0.3 -2.5

              Spreads vs. U.S. (bps):               

Government Yield Curves (%):
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